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1,000 color photographs.total guide to recreating genuine hair styles of the 1940s—guide to hair
accessories, make-up, and fingernails, which  This book offers a complete guide to those hairstyles. It
takes a step-by-step approach to demonstrate how exactly to achieve the designs for yourself or for your
customers at home, in a salon, or in the studio.There is also a  A  It also charts the history of 1940s hair
style, and provides guidance on how best to achieve vintage searches for those wishing to re-enact,
model, or wear the traditional styles of the era. Included are both contemporary and traditional solutions
to achieving the hairstyle you pick, along with troubleshooting tips and tricks.30 of the most common
styles are illustrated with  Even more than with 1,000 color photos and step-by-step instructions The
1940s were exciting times for females, heralding new looks and, crucially, new hairstyles.will help
complete your look.
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Best for 40s styling how-to, but without American terminology and historical models This is a decent
book. The book also contains thorough step by step images, which is great for those people who are
"beginners" with their hair.. If you are just interested in the 40s, that is probably still a good book, but if
not (and when you appreciate American references) I would try (although it's more costly) Vintage
Hairstyling instead.. Rather, the book is full of contemporary females modeling the styles... it would have
already been nice to start to see the model alongside a 40s example. Also, the reserve is written from a
British perspective. So, instead of a history of 40s designs from an American perspective, it's British. Also,
the terminology is British, that i (as a Canadian) discovered difficult. You can find enough new terms in
any case without having to continuously remind myself that a tong is a curling iron and a kirby grasp is
certainly a bobby pin. The step-by-step instructions were helpful. This book rocks !. It . Nevertheless, I
was disappointed that there have been hardly any pictures of 40s ladies in the styles. In addition, it shows
you how to accomplish pin curls in many ways. I think the book is quite well written. It has a history of
the style, equipment that were used along with what a person may use today, and step by step
instructions on how to create a few of the classic styles from that time period. Five Stars Look Best
Beauty Book! They even offer diagrams of pin curl sets for each hair style mentioned. I think the book is
very well written. It's full of great information, along with step-by-step created & photographed directions
for hair styles. Must-have got vintage hairstyle guide! Great gift Bought it for my daughter who also loves
that period of hairstyles Five Stars Great love it! I can't wait around to try one! I am trying vintage hair
styles for months, and nearly gave up because We felt like I was as well clumsy for it..But this book in
fact provides different options for styling locks and all their problems shooting tips are perfect! It covers
the history of 40s hair (that i liked) and reduces how to do specific styles. I've read additional vintage
styling books which one's my favorite.
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